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PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ABOUT PATTERNS IN THE DATA.
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Presence of stone tools

(= combined density levels of
pottery number + pottery
weight + tile number + tile
weight + number of small finds)

(transects in purple)

red lines: chipped stone tools
orange lines: ground stone tools
blue lines: architectural frags.
purple lines: working debris

NUMBERS vs. WEIGHTS. Data for both numbers and weights were recorded and
plotted separately because each is a slightly different measure of material
collected. Weights are generally a truer measure of the amount of material
deposited in a given area, because post-depositional processes such as plowing
can break up a single sherd or tile into many smaller fragments. Calculating and
plotting an 'index of fragmentation' (no./wt.) can help describe a map of postdepositional disturbance.
In this case, such an index shows that
Index of Fragmentation
sites in the bottomlands (purple oval)
for pottery
have a high degree of fragmentation,
suggesting that these fields have long
been under intensive cultivation that
would break up artefacts. Sites on the
SW slopes of Çatal Tepe and around
Hacımusalar Höyük, however (blue oval),
show a relatively low degree of
fragmentation, suggesting that they
came under cultivation more recently,
perhaps because their high densities of
remains made plowing difficult or
unprofitable before the advent of
mechanization.
On the other hand, certain large fragments of material, such as rims of storage
jars, may skew the weight of material (fewer, larger vessels will be 'worth more'
than a greater number of smaller vessels if weight is privileged). Both measures
are required to balance each other.
POTTERY vs. TILE. Pottery is a general indicator of human activity, but tile tends
to suggest evidence for buildings or structures. Not surprisingly, we see high
concentrations of tile in the 'suburb-sites' around Hacımusalar Höyük, at the
large settlement (125/124/113/112) just west of Beyler, and at 'farmstead'
sites such as 120, 122, and 131. Almost no tile is otherwise found in the
bottomlands. However, significant amounts of tile have consistently been recovered from the south slopes of Çatal Tepe; perhaps this may be explained as wash
down the slopes from some settlement which once occupied that height.
SMALL FINDS. While our data is incomplete pending examination by experts in
the various classes of finds, some trends are appearing for some materials. Slag,
in this case evidence of glass (not metal) production, appears almost exclusively
around Hacımusalar Höyük, especially around the north and west sides, which
may have been the location of glass workshops in the Roman period. Glass products themselves are slightly more widespread from the mound, with a few examples from the south and northwest slopes of Çatal Tepe. There is a curious lack
of glass finds from the large settlement (125/124/113/112) just west of
Beyler, preliminarily dated to the late Roman-early Byzantine period. Chipped
stone tools are found particularly near sites; since most were probably attached
to the bottoms of threshing sleds, this may indicate collection and processing of
grain at settlements, and not in the fields where they were harvested. Ground
stone tools (mostly grinding stones) also concentrate near settlements.

